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Beat-Makerz Studios is taking it back to the 70's and 80's with our first ever Reason Refill. This refill

contains sounds from classic vintage synthesizers such as Moog, Arp2600, Roland Jupiter8, Juno 60,

Oberheim, Prophet, VoyeTra, SH-101, and many more. Although these may be vintage synths, they

never seem outdated thanks to them being included in hits produced by Timbaland, Lil Jon, Dr Dre, Luny

Tunes and many more of your favorite producers. Welcome to the newfound glory of the analog age!!!

**THIS IS A REASON REFILL TO BE USED WITH REASON 3.0** This refill is in Reason NN-XT format

and contains 65 presets. These sounds were recorded and designed by professional engineers using Pro

Tools for the best sample quality available. These samples have been processed with Waves processing

tools and SSL compressors for more impact and presence in your musical creations. Many drum libraries

tend to have overused fx, have digital distortion and lack clarity as well as the natural sounds that some of

our favorite producers have come to rely on to make hit after hit. Our samples are are carefully picked,

recorded, and fully analyzed to ensure that they are clear of any faults and have more live sounding feel

which is credited to the drum sets, sound modules, and samplers which are widely used by award

winning producers. You will notice the difference once you apply these sounds to your musical works and

you will not regret it. For audio samples of loops made with these drums visit beat-makerz.com

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE COMPATABILITY Propellerhead Reason 3.0 All samples are in 16bit WAV

file format & are royalty free.Please read included 'readme' file for additional licensing information. Also

look out for my other bangin drum kits Luny Tunes Reggaeton Drum Kits 9th Wonder Drum Kits In The

Creates Vol 1,2,3, and 4 AVAILABLE NOW !!HOT!! the Alchemist Drum Kits AVAILABLE NOW !!HOT!!

Eminem Drum Kits G-Unit Drum Kits Lil Jon Drum Kits East Coast Drum Kits Motif Drum Kits Nord Lead

Samples Fantom Drum Kits Dj Premier Drum Kits If there is a producer's drum kits or any other kit that is

not listed and you are interested in, feel free to let us know and we will see what can be done to

accommodate your request.
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